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Abstract: The offline handwritten character recognition is the frontier area of research from last few decades in pattern 
recognition. It is difficult to recognize handwritten characters as compared to printed characters because of the varying 
writing styles of individuals. The massive work has been done in languages like Devnagri and Chinese character recognition. 
The area of Gurmukhi character recognition is even though not new but the problem lies when it comes to look alike and 
unique characters where the system lacks. In this proposed work, 35 different character samples are used for recognition. The 
samples have been taken on a plain paper in an isolated manner. After the pre-processing of particular character, feature 
extraction technique is applied. The technique used for feature extraction is Gabor filter. Then Artificial Neural Network is 
applied for character recognition and if Artificial Neural Network fails to recognize, then character is recognized with the 
help of Particle Swarm Optimized Neural Network. This improves the overall efficiency of the character recognition system. 
By training the classifier with whole dataset we obtained 100% accuracy for the given samples. 
 
Keywords: Handwritten character recognition, Particle swarm optimization, Handwriting recognition, Gurmukhi characters, 
Artificial neural network. 
 
Introduction 
Handwritten character recognition, abbreviated as HCR, has been studied from the last forty years. This problem is quit 
complex because of unique writing styles of individuals. Many approaches have been proposed for handwritten character 
recognition (HCR) but there is no single approach which can solve it both completely and efficiently [1]. HCR is the process 
of converting handwritten text into computer operate-able format [2]. HCR is the field of research in pattern recognition and 
is categorized as online and offline character recognition. In online character recognition, the data is captured during the 
writing process. The samples are taken on digital tablets which are then converted into a series of electronic signal according 
to the movement of pen. On the other hand, in offline character recognition data is captured after the writing process is 
finished. The HCR consist of steps namely, Digitization, Pre-processing, Feature extraction and Classification. The offline 
handwritten character recognition is more difficult than online handwritten character recognition because stroke information 
is not available [2]. HCR is used in number of areas like engineering, business, commercial applications, banking and 
medical etc. [3]. The most of the work has been already done in the field of printed character recognition but the HCR area is 
still new and complicated [2]. The languages on which massive work has been done are Devnagri and Chinese character 
recognition. So one thing which needs to be pursued is to improve the recognition quality or we can say efficiency of 
recognition and apply this concept on various other scripts around the world. 
Gurmukhi script is primarily used to write Punjabi language. This is the 14th most widely spoken languages in the world. 
Gurmukhi consist of 35 basic characters in which there are 3 vowel bearers and 32 consonants. In addition to this, Gurmukhi 
script includes 6 additional consonants, 9 vowel modifiers and three half characters. The 35 basic Gurmukhi characters and 6 
additional consonants are shown in Fig. 1. 
The writing style of Gurmukhi is from left to right and top to bottom. There is no case sensitivity in this script. This work is 
an attempt towards the development of the system that could recognize handwritten Gurmukhi characters. 
 
Related Work 
The recognition of handwritten Gurmukhi characters is most challenging because of the different writing styles of the users, 
different shapes of characters, look alike characters and different size and writing style. Some writers use cursive writing 
which also makes the system more complicated [4]. The presence of background noise and low quality of the characters also 
put the challenge in recognition. Many researchers have worked on HCR with different scripts like Devnagri, Chinese, 
Arabic, and also on Gurmukhi [1-3]. A brief survey of research work on various scripts is presented in the following 
paragragh. 
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Figure 1. Gurmukhi characters 
 
Kumar et al. developed a model on Gurmukhi script based on Hidden Markov model and Bayesain decision making 
classifier. They extracted zonal, diagonal and directional features [2]. Garg and Verma [4] in their manuscript proposed a 
system which can work like biological human neural network.The features of particular character were extracted and for 
handwritten Gurmukhi character recognition each character was stored as 32*32 matrix size. After classification the different 
efficiency for different characters has been achieved. Singh and Budhiraja [5] proposed a system on numeral recognition. 
They used wavelet transform for feature extraction and classification was done with back propagation neural network. The 
accuracy achieved was 88.83%. Lehal and Singh [6] developed a system for recognition of machine printed Gurumukhi 
words. The segmentation breaks the word into sub-characters and recognition phase classifying these sub characters and 
combining them to form Gurumukhi characters. A set of very simple and easy to compute features is used and a hybrid 
classification scheme consisting of binary decision trees and nearest neighbors is employed. Sahu and Kubde [7] have 
proposed an OCR system for handwritten English characters in capital and small case. The feature extraction methods used 
are Zoning, characteristic loci, crossing and feature and structural features. For classification, template matching statistical 
purpose and neural network is used. Abed and Alasadi [8] presented an overview on handwritten character recognition 
system using diagonal feature extraction and particle swarm optimization as a classifier. 
From above discussion, it is clear that feature extraction and classification both are important equally to produce a good 
system. Due to involvement of these steps no method can be quoted as best method as some researchers emphasize on feature 
extraction and some on classification. 
 
Proposed Model 
The main problems in recognition of handwritten Gurmukhi characters are the different writing styles of the user and 
resemblance of one character with other characters of Gurmukhi script. In addition, character recognition process involves 
various steps like image acquisition, pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. The Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) gives good results in local optimization but it terminates pre-maturely when it comes to global optimization, Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO) technique is good in global optimization. To produce a good optimistic system and to solve the 
above mentioned problems Gabor filter is used for feature extraction and ANN and PSO techniques are combined to develop 
an algorithm which will be good in local as well as in global optimization. The proposed recognition system involves five 
steps namely: digitization of input samples, feature extraction, training of ANN, development of Particle Swarm Optimized 
Neural Network (PSONN) algorithm and testing of data. 
  
Selection of Input Samples 
In this proposed work, the input samples are taken on plain paper in an isolated manner. The samples are then converted to a 
digital form with the help of scanner. The digitization is a process of converting handwritten document into electronic form 
and electronic representation of the original document is then fed to the pre-processing phase. From the data set the desired 
character is cropped and preprocessed. Fig. 2 is showing an example of input samples. 
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Figure 2. Data set for character recognition 
 
Pre-Processing 
The digital form of input fed to the pre-processing block may contain some noise which should to be removed in this phase. 
In pre-processing, the cropped RGB (red green blue) image is converted into binary form and then cropped to the edges to 
remove the white area around the character. After that the image is resized to the size 5*7 to avoid the minor holes and noise. 
The resulting noise free image is then used for feature extraction.  
 
Feature Extraction 
The feature extraction step is used to extract the useful features from the character which will be able to represent the 
character back. The aim of feature extraction is to describe the pattern by mean of minimum number of features that are 
efficient to describe pattern classes. The extracted features should be able to classify each character uniquely. During 
recognition the extracted features of particular character are matched with the previously stored features to produce the 
output. Feature extraction is the integral part of any recognition system. The Gabor filter is used in this proposed work 
because it works well on edges and is less sensitive to noise. The modulation of Harmonic function by Gaussian distribution 
defines the Gabor filter. Gabor filters are used for various applications like texture segmentation and classification, texture 
analysis and edge detection. The features extracted from Gabor filter have been successfully applied to many pattern 
recognition applications for example finger print recognition, IRIS pattern recognition and face recognition [9].  
 
Training and Testing of ANN 
To work with ANN, it should be trained with appropriate data set which is generated with the extraction of features from 
standard Gurmukhi characters with Gabor filter. The ANN used is loaded with the possible trial inputs. Once the ANN is 
trained it is ready to test on the input samples. In proposed work, the data base used is generated from standard Gurmukhi 
characters. This phase is the decision making phase for ANN. Once the training of ANN is done it is tested for the given 
samples. ANN recognizes most of the Gurmukhi character but it fails to recognize some look alike characters. When ANN 
fails the PSONN algorithm is used there to improve the efficiency of the system. 
 
Find Unrecognized/ Difficult Characters for ANN 
The algorithm is applied on all the basic 35 characters and it is observed that ANN fails to recognize some difficult 
characters. The characters which resembles with other characters and are having complicated shape produced some error. 
 
Development of PSONN for Difficult Characters 
The PSONN is the combination of two algorithms PSO and ANN. PSO algorithm is a global optimization algorithm like 
genetic algorithm, however it is weak in local optimization [1]. On the other hand artificial ANN is good enough in 
producing local optimistic results but ANN is weak in global optimization. By combining PSO and ANN a good system can 
be produced which is good in local optimization as well as in global optimization. After the training of ANN with PSO the 
PSONN algorithm is developed which uses the same data set as used in ANN.  
 Following is the step by step procedure of PSONN algorithm: 

Step 1: Initialize the positions (weights and biases) and velocities of group of particles randomly. 
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Step 2: PSONN is trained using the initial particle positions. 
Step 3: The learning error produced by ANN is treated as particle fitness value according to initial weight and bias. 
Step 4: The learning error at current epoch can be reduced by changing the particle position which will update the 
weights and biases of the network.  
Step 5: The new set of positions (ANN weight and bias) are produced by adding the calculated velocity value to the 
current position value with movement equation (eq. 5) of PSO. The new sets of values are used to produce new 
learning error in ANN. 

Vid(t+1)= W∆Vi(t)+C1R1(Pid(t)–Xid(t))+C1R1(Pid(t) – Xid(t) )     (1) 
Xid(t+1)= Xid(t) + Vid(t+1)         (2) 

Where Vid = Velocity of particle i along dimension d, Xid = Position of particle i in dimension d, c1, c2 = Weighing 
factors, W = Inertia weight, and R1, R2 = Random numbers in range of 0 to 1 
Step 6: This process is repeated till the mean square error (MSE) is reduced or maximum numbers of iterations are 
met. 
Step 7: The optimization process terminates and the final positions are used as weights. 
 

Testing of Data 
Testing phase is the decision making phase. The input samples are tested to produce the desired output. In the proposed work 
input samples’ features are first tested using ANN if the ANN is unable to generate the output then PSONN is used to give 
correct output. This makes the system highly efficient. The input image can be of any size. Fig. 3 is showing the designed 
graphical user interface (GUI) which makes this system easy to access. The GUI is showing various push buttons to perform 
different functions. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Screen shot of uploaded sample image on GUI 
 

Results and Discussion  
To examine the functioning of proposed system, the program is executed a number of times. The inputs are given as 
Gurmukhi characters in handwritten form on a plain paper. That handwritten document is converted into digital form with the 
help of scanner. The test data is stored in the form of images. This algorithm is applied on 35 characters of Gurmukhi script. 
For test samples also, the feature vector is generated and then the classification of given sample is done using this feature 
vector. 
First the recognition is done using only the ANN system and results of the recognition, as shown in Table 1, depict that ANN 
sometimes lacks to recognize some characters which resemble with some other characters. In case of ANN failure, PSONN is 
used and as shown in Table 1 PSONN algorithm has given excellent results and recognized all characters correctly. The 
comparison of different approaches with different classifiers is also provided in Table 1 and it has been observed that the 
ANN system accuracy is less as compared to earlier published results but proposed PSONN algorithm has 100% accuracy 
and hence superior performance. 
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Table 1. Results of proposed approach and its comparison with earlier approaches 
 

S. 
No. 

Recognition 
approach 

Feature extraction type Classifier type Recognition 
Accuracy 

1 Proposed 
Approach 

Gabor Filter ANN 87.84% 

PSONN 100% 

2 [2] Diagonal and Transition KNN 94.12% 

3 [8] Diagonal Zonal Feature Extraction PSO 93.39% 

4 [10] Zone & Background Directional Distribution SVM 95.04% 

5 [11] Loop crossing, Straight & Headline, Curliness Elastic Matching 81.02 % 

6 [12] Zone based SVM 95.11% 

 
Conclusion 
The main focus of this work is on improving the recognition rate of handwritten Gurmukhi character. In this work, ANN and 
PSONN techniques are used to recognize the handwritten Gurmukhi characters. The pre-processing is done over the scanned 
input image and after that pre-processing of scanned image is done. The Gabor filter bank is applied for feature extraction 
and the feature vector produced is used to design the ANN, however, the appropriate recognition of some characters cannot 
be achieved by ANN because of their similar shapes, so PSO trained ANN is proposed. It has been observed that PSONN 
algorithm read all characters correctly. A GUI (Graphical user interface) is constructed to make the designed system more 
users friendly. The proposed work recognizes each Gurmukhi character which has been loaded and whose target feature 
vector was created in ANN. The additional characters of Gurmukhi were not included in the proposed work so one can also 
involve the vowels and Gurmukhi numerals. The writing style can also reflects the mood of writer so work can also be done 
towards this side. 
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